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and engineering companies [1], the potential of flexibil-

ity from DERs in the built environment for congestion

management in the distribution networks is explored.

In theory, a DSO could use various instruments to incen-

tivize controllers of flexible resources to allocate flexibil-

ity to help resolve the congestion (e.g. tariff structures,

market-based solutions, non-market based (re)dispatching).

To assess the effectiveness of different combinations of

these so-called flexibility activation mechanisms, interac-

tions between assets and prosumers in low-voltage grids,

DSOs, electricity markets, and the instruments will be stud-

ied in large-scale simulations. The results could contribute

to the legalization of effective (combinations of) instruments

for Dutch DSOs. Future research will entail analyzing dif-

ferent combinations of flexibility activation mechanisms in

120 Dutch low voltage (LV) networks under various market

and weather conditions and various penetrations of flexi-

ble assets. These simulations will contain networks with

over 100 houses, possibly containing smart controllers opti-

mizing their dispatch. An agent-based simulation could be

a good approach, but the high computational burden of

the simulation task requires the possibility to perform the

simulations in a distributed manner on external machines.

Some existing off-the-shelf software for agent-based sim-

ulations of energy systems are Mosaik [2], Gridlab-D [3],

and Anylogic [4]. However, none of these solutions were

designed for tailored distributed simulations on external

machines. While Mosaik Docker allows for model con-

tainerization, the containerizing options are very limited and

all model communication goes through a central component,

limiting scalability. For Gridlab-D, distributed simulation is

not discussed in the available documentation. Anylogic pro-

vides cloud computing in Anylogic cloud, but the computa-

tional resources and their usage are abstracted away from the

user, limiting the control of the user. Other academic studies

present frameworks for distributed agent-based simulations

but are not built for scalability [5][6], or were never made

open-source and are not accessible to other researchers [7].

ABSTRACT
Due to the increasing penetration of distributed energy

resources, congestion problems are already emerging in
Dutch distribution grids. The available flexibility o f assets
in the built environment could have the potential to reduce
congestion if prosumers are properly incentivized by dis-
tribution grid operators (DSOs). However, it is not yet
clear what (combinations of) flexibility a ctivation mecha-
nisms will be effective for congestion management in Dutch
Distribution grids. To shed light on this issue, the GO-e
consortium aims at performing large-scale agent-based sim-
ulations of up to 120 low-voltage networks and a large
variety of possible instruments and scenarios. For this rea-
son, we developed a novel scalable time-discrete simulation
framework for distributed agent-based simulations of energy
systems. We demonstrate the framework on a case-study in
which we assess the effectiveness of a dynamic bandwidth
tariff instrument on overloading problems in a low-voltage
network containing solar panels, batteries, and heat pumps.
It was shown that a dynamic bandwidth tariff can success-
fully resolve forecasted congestion if the associated costs
are high enough compared to the day-ahead prices. How-
ever, the resulting load shifting can cause new congestion
intra-day aswell.

INTRODUCTION
The energy transition results in an increasing penetration

of (renewable-based) distributed energy resources (DERs)

such as photovoltaics (PV), heat pumps (HP) and battery

energy storage systems (BESS) in the lower levels of the dis-

tribution networks. In the Netherlands, this increase already

causes congestion and voltage challenges in considerable

parts of the distribution networks. The traditional approach

from distribution system operators (DSOs), preventing con-

gestion problems by expanding and reinforcing the network,

is not always a feasible solution due to high costs, limited

manpower, and long lead times. Within the GO-e consor-

tium, consisting of the three largest Dutch DSOs, energy

suppliers, market platforms, universities, research institutes,
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Fig. 1. Overview of the developed scalable distributed simulation framework for time-discrete simulations of energy systems.

In this study, we therefore develop a new open-source

simulation framework for time-discrete distributed agent-

based simulations of flexibility activation mechanisms in

LV-voltage networks. The contributions of this framework

are:

• The ability to flexibly distribute the computational load

of the simulated agents over Kubernetes clusters, which

can be acquired from any large cloud provider.
• It facilitates distributed and transparent development of

the agent models.
• All simulation components are described in 1 file written

in a uniform energy system description language.

parallelize the computations of the instances of the calcu-

lation services. Before every simulation, the user needs to

1) publish the docker images of the Python code of the cal-

culation service models to a GitHub/GitLab repository, and

2) provide all relevant simulation information to the Simu-

lation Orchestrator via a FastAPI REST interface. Using a

template, the user provides: the simulation name, the sim-

ulation start date, the number of simulation time steps, a

list of calculation service models in the simulation, the

desired number of calculation models per container, the cal-

culation service image locations (on the GitHub/GitLab),

and a description of the energy system via an HTTP post-

request. The energy system is described in the Energy Sys-

tem Description Language (ESDL), which is an open-source

modeling language developed by TNO [8]. Within this lan-

guage, not only physical assets and their connections can

be described, but also information on user profiles, weather

information, electricity markets, and parties like DSOs can

be stored in a uniform format. The various simulation com-

ponents and their functioning will now be described one by

one.

2.1 Simulation Orchestrator
The SO provides a FastAPI REST interface to the user and

is the coordinator of the simulation. After obtaining the post

request via the API, it will first deduce the type and number

of calculation models to be deployed and sends this infor-

mation to the MSO. After the models are deployed on the

Kubernetes clusters, it will parameterize all the calculation

models based on the ESDL file. From that moment on, it

continuously sends life-cycle commands to the calculation

models and checks if all performed their calculations.

2.2 Model Service Orchestrator
The Model Service Orchestrator (MSO) is a python applica-

tion that makes use of a python Kubernetes client to deploy

calculation models onto the Kubernetes cluster. It receives

model information from the SO and deploys the models

The framework is demonstrated in a case study in which we

investigate the effectiveness of a dynamic bandwidth tariff

on cable/transformer overloading in a low-voltage network.

The developed framework is presented in Section 2. The

case study is introduced in Section 3. The paper concludes

with the simulation results in Section 4, which demonstrate

the framework in the case study and the conclusions 5.

2 Simulation framework
Fig. 1 presents our new scalable distributed simulation

framework for time-discrete simulations of energy systems.

It consists of a Simulation Orchestrator (SO), a Model Ser-

vice Orchestrator (MSO), several calculation service mod-

els, a message broker, and a database and dashboard. All

simulation components are deployed on a Kubernetes clus-

ter. Kubernetes is a container orchestration platform that

automatically manages containers over 1 or more machines.

These clusters are offered by several cloud providers and the

presented framework does not depend on a particular cloud

provider. In our simulation framework, calculation service

models represent the agent types in our simulation (assets,

controllers, etc.) and their instances can be distributed over

one or more Docker containers, depending on the desire to
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Fig. 2 Overview of the agents and interactions in the simulation case

study systems.

a Home Energy Management System (HEMS) which will

optimize the dispatch of the connected flexible assets based

on the BW tariff information from a DSO, day-ahead (DA)

prices from the DA-market, and weather forecasts.

To model the DSO’s knowledge about the future state

of the network, we assume that all HEMSs send a DA

load prognosis to the DSO once a day at 12 PM, right

after the DA market closes. Based on these prognoses, the

DSO performs a load flow calculation to determine possible

cable/transformer overloading the next day. Whenever the

prognosis load flow calculation from the DSO indicates that

overloading problems are expected at certain time steps, a

BW network tariff will be active at these moments. When-

ever this BW network tariff model is active, consumers will

pay their normal network tariff (assumed to be 0 in this

study) up to a pre-defined maximal capacity ("the band-

width"). If they use additional capacity above the BW, a

pre-defined higher tariff will be charged for the amount of

power that was used above the BW limit. The DSO will

communicate which time periods the BW tariff will be

active for the next day. We assume that the HEMSs opti-

mize monetary value in terms of DA-market revenue/costs

and the extra costs due to the BW network tariff. We con-

sider the HEMSs to have perfect knowledge of the future DA

prices and weather conditions. We furthermore assume that

the representations the HEMSs use for the assets in its opti-

mization perfectly model the asset behavior. The horizon of

the rolling optimization is chosen to be H = 12 hours. Only

for the prognosis of the day-ahead schedule the horizon is 36

hours. The resulting Mixed-Integer Linear Program (MILP)

using the docker images pulled from the GitHub/GitLab.

The multiple instances of a calculation service model (e.g. a

Home Energy Management System) can be distributed flex-

ibly over 1 or more containers. Using many containers for a

service allows for a higher degree of parallelization, and thus

greater speed, but increases the memory use of the simula-

tion on the cluster. When a model is successfully deployed, it

will send a message to the SO. The SO waits until all models

are successfully deployed.

2.3 Calculation Service Models
The calculation service models represent the agent types

to be modeled in the energy system (e.g. PV-panels, HPs,

low-voltage grids, a DSO, the weather, etc.). The services

need to be written in Python in a specific template, of which

the boilerplate code can be automatically generated (not

shown in Fig. 1). After a model is deployed by the MSO, it

will receive parameterization information from the SO, con-

taining the ESDL-file of the energy system. From the file,

the model instances deduce from which other models they

require input and subscribe themselves to messages sent by

these models.

2.4 Message Broker
All communication between the SO, MSO, the calculation

service models, and the database on the Kubernetes cluster

is done via a message broker. This way, the communication

between the models is not coordinated at a central point,

thereby greatly improving the scalability of the framework.

In this work, the open-source Eclipse Mosquitto message

broker is used, which uses the lightweight MQTT-protocol

for communication [9]. The messages are serialized using

Google’s Protocol Buffer.

2.5 Database and Dashboard
All simulation results in this study can be represented by

time series. For this reason, an InfluxDB database is set up

on the Kubernetes cluster. The calculation models can push

stored state variables like battery state of charge, house tem-

peratures, or voltage and current magnitudes in the network

to this database. To visualize the stored simulation results,

an instance of the dashboarding tool Grafana is also set up

on the Kubernetes cluster.

3 Simulation Case Study
To demonstrate the workings of the proposed simula-

tion framework, we consider a case study in which we

assess the effectiveness of a dynamic bandwidth (BW) tar-

iff on cable/transformer overloadings in a LV network. An

overview of the agents and their interactions in the simu-

lation is presented in Fig. 2. The physical system consists

of the LV network, households having a connection to the

network, and the local weather. The households all contain

an inflexible base load, and possibly a selection of flexible

PVs, HPs and BESSs. Each of the connections will also have
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solved by the HEMSs at every time step is then:

min
Pt,PV,P ch

t,BESS,P
disch
t,BESS

,zcht,BESSQ
tank
t,HP,Qhouse

t,HP ,zt,HP

H∑

t=0

πt,DA(Et,buy − Et,sell) + Πt,BW,

(1)

where the index t denotes time, E denotes energy for buy-

ing/selling in a PTU, πt,DA is the DA-price per unit of energy

and Πt,BW is the total costs due to the BW model. The

continuous decision variables represent the dispatch for the

PV Pt,PV, dispatches of the BESS P ch
t,BESS, P

disch
t,BESS, the heat

provided by the HP to the buffer tank Qtank
t,HP, and the heat

provided from the tank to the house Qhouse
t,HP . We have two

binary decision variables, zch
t,BESS denoting that the battery

is charging (1) or discharging (0), and zt,HP denoting that

the heat pump is on (1) or off (0). For BW costs, we have

the following constraints:

πBW(−(Et,buy − Et,sell)− Pt,BWΔt) ≤ Πt,BW (2)

0 ≤ Πt,BW (3)

πt,BW((Et,buy − Et,sell)− Pt,BWΔt) ≤ Πt,BW, (4)

where Pt,BW and πt,BW denote the BW height and the BW

price per unit of energy. The energy balance can now be

written as:

Et,buy = (Pt,base + P ch
t,BESS + Pt,HP)Δt

− Et,PV,use − Et,BESS,use

(5)

Et,sell = Et,PV,sell + Et,BESS,sell (6)

Et,PV,use + Et,PV,sell ≤ Pt,PVΔt (7)

Et,BESS,use + Et,BESS,sell = ηdischP disch
t,BESSΔt, (8)
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Fig. 3 The effect of different network tariff costs for the dynamic

bandwidth on the overloading of one of the main cables of the study

network, the bandwidth height when active and corresponding DA

prices for the 9th of September 2020.

using the Coin-or branch and cut solver [13] using a 0.5%

tolerance gap for the dispatch optimization and a 5% toler-

ance gap for creating the DA prognoses. For the load flow

calculations in the DSO and LV network agents, we use the

python package dss-python, which is a wrapper around the

OpenDSS software [14].

4 Simulation Results
The computational load of the simulations performed in this

study is currently distributed over two Kubernetes nodes,

where the Kubernetes cluster is obtained via the Azure

Kubernetes Service of Microsoft. For the case study, we

use a Dutch LV network, consisting of 2 MV/LV trans-

formers, 74 network nodes, 107 distribution cables, and 37

residential connections. It is assumed that 50% of all resi-

dential connections have an HP system installed and 60%

of the connections have a PV system installed of which

50% also have a BESS. Whenever congestion problems are

expected by the DSO agent, a BW network tariff with a max-

imal capacity of 3kW will be active at these moments. To

access the effectiveness of the dynamic BW network tariff,

the pre-defined higher tariff, which will be charged for the

amount of power that is used above the BW limit, is varied

from a baseline of 0.0, to values of 0.025, 0.005, and 0.01

/kWh. The simulation is run for a period of three days,

using a sliding window and load and weather data for the

8th, 9th, and 10th of September 2020, where the first day is

to initialize the data, the second day (September 9th) is the

day used to evaluate the dynamic bandwidth tariff, and the

third day is used to continue the optimization horizon after

the considered study day.

Fig 3, shows the effect of different network tariff costs for

the dynamic bandwidth of 3kW on the overloading of one of

where we introduced the discharging efficiency of the BESS

system ηdisch. For the PV, we simply assume that its pro-

duced power is the product of the global horizontal irradi-

ance, the surface area, and the efficiency of the solar panels.

For the BESS, we impose standard constraints for updating

the state of charge with a charge efficiency η ch, and condi-

tions for maximum/minimum charge/discharge power and

state of charge. We assume that the HP is only used for

space heating and that it has a buffer tank. For the thermal

models of the houses, we use one of the lumped resistance-

capacitance models (RC-models) from the work of Leprince

[10]. More information on this model, and on the model-

ing of the HP in general (the coefficient of performance and

operational constraints) we refer to our earlier work [11].

For the sizing of the PV, BESS, and HP systems, random

values in a range of typical sizes are selected. Weather data

was obtained by linearly interpolating Dutch hourly temper-

ature and irradiance data measured in 2020 to a 15-minute

resolution [12], and we used anonymized smart-meter data

as baseline profiles Pt,base. The resulting MILP is solved
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the main cables of the study network, as well as the corre-

sponding DA prices for the 9th of September 2020. It can be

seen that, in line with expectations, when a higher amount

is charged for the amount of power above the BW limit,

the dispatch of power during congestion moments is mini-

mized below the BW limit. For lower amounts, the dispatch

will be lowered, but not fully minimized depending on the

asset state and market prices. For the lowest tested amount

of costs, 0.025 /kWh, the dispatch optimization even

neglected the active bandwidth and followed the same dis-

patch that was seen in the baseline simulation. Furthermore,

it can be seen that a dynamic bandwidth network tariff, as

applied in this study, is not always able to ensure that con-

gestion problems are resolved. Due to a rebound effect in

the dispatch of flexible assets and the influence of market

prices, it can also cause a shift in the moment of congestion.

5 Conclusion
This study introduced and demonstrated a new open-source

simulation framework for time-discrete distributed agent-

based simulations of energy systems. This scalable frame-

work is able to flexibly distribute the computational load of

the simulated agents within a simulation and enables dis-

tributed development of the simulation models by multiple

users. Within this paper, the framework was demonstrated

for the analysis of the effect of a dynamic bandwidth net-

work tariff on overloading congestion problems in a Dutch

LV network. However, this framework can also be applied

to all kinds of energy systems simulations that are far larger

and more complex than demonstrated in this paper. In future

work, the developed framework will be used to conduct

more elaborate research to assess the effectiveness of dif-

ferent combinations of flexibility activation mechanisms,

interactions between assets and prosumers in low-voltage

grids, DSOs, and electricity markets for 120 Dutch LV net-

works under various market and weather conditions and

various penetrations of flexible assets.
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